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Ian Pittaway

The Boissart mandore: the history of a beautiful 17 th(?) century instrument,
observations on its lutherie, and questions over its dating.
In the family of renaissance plucked instruments, the mandore is the result of a union
between two mediaeval string families: the lute on the one side, and the gittern on the
other. The resulting offspring is a small instrument with a musically significant (but alas
now largely unplayed) surviving repertoire. Some actual instruments survive, and there is
no doubt that the most exquisite of these is the beautiful Boissart mandore in the
Victoria and Albert Museum. This article will very briefly trace the pre-history of the
mandore, examine the V&A’s beautiful Boissart mandore and attempt to reconstruct its
personal history for, as far as I know, the first time.
When Paul Baker emailed to say we had an appointment at the Victoria and Albert
Museum for a private viewing of the Boissart mandore, I was delighted. The Boissart
instrument is dated to 1640 by the V&A and, at the time of our viewing (January 2015)
was to be retrieved from storage specifically for us to photograph, measure and drool over
its beautifully carved back, neck and peg box.
Paul Baker is an early instrument maker and early musician based in Kingswinford,
West Midlands. He makes gitterns, hurdy gurdies and a variety of other strings; plays
mediaeval and renaissance music on wind and gurdy; and creates interactive installations
for museums. I am a musician a few streets away from him in Stourbridge, specialising in
mediaeval, renaissance and baroque plucked strings – lutes, cittern, gittern, bray harp,
etc. – and had asked Paul to make me a mandore based on the Boissart model. ‘So’, he
thought, ‘we have to go and see the original, then.’
Seeing it up close was a shock of the most thrilling kind. In person, one realises its
beauty cannot be fully appreciated from the photographs on the V&A’s website, good
though they are, one reason being that the skill of its carved back is even more impressive
when one sees just how small the instrument is. More of that soon. First of all, what
exactly is a mandore?
The pre-history of the mandore
The mandore combines the characteristics of two families of mediaeval instruments: the
lute, with its bowl back made from several glued ribs and peg box bent back from the
neck at an obtuse angle; and the gittern, with its bowl back carved from a solid piece of
wood and curved, sickle-shape peg box.
By around 1300, Europeans were developing the Arabian oud into the 4-course
mediaeval lute, strung with gut and plucked with a quill like the oud. From the
beginning, lutes were made in a variety of sizes and therefore pitches.
The gittern looks similar to the smaller members of the lute family except for 3 key
characteristics:
(1) the backs of ouds and lutes are made of several ribs glued together, with the neck
being a separate piece of wood attached; whereas the bowl of the whole gittern,
including the neck, is carved from a solid piece of wood;

(2) the strings on a lute are attached to the bridge, which is glued to the soundboard,
whereas gittern strings are attached to hitch pins on the edge of the instrument and
pass across a ‘floating’ bridge, which is not glued and is kept in place by the pressure
of the strings;
(3) the pegbox of a lute bends back from the neck at an obtuse angle, whereas the gittern
pegbox has a gently curving sickle shape.
The gittern was strung with gut, had 4 courses (for most of its life, possibly originating
with 3 single strings), was played with a quill, and could have a variety of entertaining
carvings on the headstock, such as the head of a man, woman or animal, or an acorn (the
latter as seen on the Hans Ott gittern below, one of only two surviving). The earliest
depiction appears to be that painted on a pillar of the Bayeux Cathedral crypt in
Normandy, dated to the 11th century. Like the oud, gitterns appear in the Cantigas de
Santa Maria of 1260-1280. Certainly by the 14th and 15th centuries it was an important
and popular European instrument, loved by all classes of people: late mediaeval Italian
royal courts recorded the hiring of several gittern masters; Charles V of France's court in
the 14th century owned 4 gitterns; and Geoffrey Chaucer mentions the gittern several
times in The Canterbury Tales, written between 1387 and 1400, describing it being
played by people who sing and play music in taverns and as a popular instrument to play
duets with the lute which, like the gittern, was played with a quill at this time.

Left: Possibly the earliest depiction of a gittern, painted on a pillar of the Bayeux Cathedral
crypt, 11th century, Normandy. Does this instrument have 2 courses or 4 single strings? Does
it have a carved rose or just a soundhole? It’s difficult to know the reality, since the anatomy of
both angel and gittern in the drawing are clearly broad approximations.
Right: Two gitterns, one being played, the other tuned, in the Cantigas de Santa Maria,
1260-80. According to this representation, gitterns in this time and place had 3 single strings
and D-shaped sound holes. This makes it essentially the same design as the rebec, an
instrument that was to emerge a few decades later at the beginning of the 14th century. Rebecs

had 3 single strings, D-holes, and, as with the gittern, were carved from a solid piece of wood
into a bowl-back instrument, the chief difference being that gitterns were plucked with a quill
and fretted and the rebec was bowed and unfretted.

Left: By c. 1330 the gittern had a carved rose instead of D holes and now had 4 courses, as
shown in this fresco by Juan Oliver in Pamplona Cathedral's refectory, Spain.
Right: Gittern by Hans Ott, dated to c. 1450. Hans Ott made instruments in Nuremburg
from 1432 to 1463. This instrument is now in Wartburg, Eisenach, Germany, one of only
two surviving gitterns. As we see, the gittern now had 5 courses.
There's not much else anyone can tell you. We have no music for the gittern (or for
virtually any other specific mediaeval instrument) and we don't know how it was tuned
for most of its life – but we do have clues.
In the early 15th century, the lute had gained a 5th course at the bottom end,
presumably as string technology improved to make thicker strings at lower pitches viable.
By the time Johannes Tinctoris, composer and music theorist from the Low Countries,
wrote De inventione et usu musicae in 1481-1483, the gittern had also gained a 5th course
and the lute occasionally now had a 6th. Tinctoris stated that the gittern had “the same
tuning and method of playing as the lute, though it is much smaller".
Tinctoris stated that 5 and 6 course lutes were tuned in fourths, except for an interval
of a major third between courses 3 and 4 (which was to be standard renaissance lute
tuning) and so, according to Tinctoris, the 5 course gittern was tuned the same way.
However, we cannot assume an unchanged gittern or lute tuning all the way from the
11th to the late 15th century: we know that renaissance lutes and baroque lutes were tuned
differently (except in Italy) since, as the style and requirements of music change, so does
the tuning to accommodate it.
The anonymously authored Summa Musice, c. 1200 (probably French), stated that
fingerboard instruments were “tuned in the consonances of octave, fourth and fifth“.
What this means in the case of one specific instrument isn’t clear, but it may imply that
both 4 course gitterns and lutes were tuned entirely in fourths until the advent of the 5th
course, which added the ‘new’ interval of a major third between the third and fourth
courses.
Iconography shows that the gittern thrived into the last quarter of the 15th century. As
Tinctoris testified, the lute was now beginning to be played in a new way, with the
fingertips, as well as the long-established quill technique. This reflected a radical change
in music-making, from the quill playing of a single line, a melody probably with a drone,

or two musical lines on adjacent strings, to the freedom of independent fingers now with
the possibility of complex and delicate polyphony and counterpoint, 2, 3 or even 4
‘voices’ played at once by a skilled lutenist. The gittern, it seems, did not make the
transition from quill to fingers and was rapidly giving way to the rising popularity of the
lute in this new style. The changeover was complete by 1500: there would be no more
royally appointed gittern masters, as that role was now to be bestowed upon royally
appointed lutenists across the courts of Europe.
The arrival of the mandore
And so we come to the mandore, the first evidence for which is in Sebastian Virdung’s
Musica getutscht. Published in Basel, Switzerland, in 1511, it is the earliest printed
western treatise on musical instruments.

Lute and quintern (mandore) in Sebastian Virdung’s Musica getutscht, published in Basel in
1511 on the left; and the same two instruments on the right from Martin Agricola, Musica
instrumentalis deudsch, published in Wittenberg in 1529.
Here we have a labelled woodcut of a rib-back 5 course “quintern”. It has the sickle pegbox and 5 courses of the gittern but the multi-ribbed back and glued bridge of the lute.
This instrument had a variety of names: quintern, quinterna, mandörgen,
mandurinichen, mandürichen, bandürichen, mandoër or pandurina in Germany;
mandour in Scotland; mandorre in France; mandora or mandola in Italy.
That the same instrument was known by a variety of names was commonplace:
different regions and nations had their own local names for the same instrument; or, to
put it another way, sometimes the same instrument had different names in different
places; and, confusingly, sometimes the same name was used for entirely different
instruments. For example, the 4 course renaissance guitar was also referred to as the
gittern or quintern in France and England from the 1550s, though it is entirely unrelated
to the mediaeval bowl-back gittern or the renaissance quintern/mandore. By 1652, when

John Playford published his Booke of New Lessons for the Cittern and Gittern, gittern was
also the name for a small cittern. (Such potential confusion over names for the unwary
musicologist is one explanation for Wikipedia’s and many others’ utterly muddled entries
for the histories of the gittern and guitar.)
The mandore was made in a variety of sizes, but typically and on average had a
vibrating string length of 30-40cm. This is a very similar size to the gittern, from what we
know. We must beware of drawing broad conclusions from slim evidence, but paintings
do appear to show two general gittern sizes, corresponding roughly to the two surviving
instruments we have. The gittern excavated from Elbing, Poland, dated to c. 1350, has a
vibrating string length of around 31cm (my own approximation calculated from a
photograph, knowing the total length to be 54.8cm), while the Hans Ott gittern of
Germany, c. 1450, has a vibrating string length of 44cm.
The mandore flourished for nearly 200 years, starting from the early 16th century, just
after references to the gittern died out. Some mandores were carved from a single block
of wood like gitterns, others were multi-ribbed like lutes; some had the gitterns’ sickleshaped pegbox, others the straight obtuse-angled pegbox of the lute; all had a fixed
bridge. Stringing was varied: it could have 4 courses (a single chanterelle or top string
with the rest double), 4 or 5 single strings, or sometimes 4 single strings with the lowest
5th string doubled with an octave.
Taken together, these facts may indicate that the mandore was a development of the
gittern under another name, a new confluence that combined features of both the lute
and the gittern.
Mandore tunings seem to indicate this. There were several tunings:
(a) a combination of fourth and fifth intervals to make ‘open tunings’ – for example, g’’ /
c’’ / g’ / c’ / g makes an open C chord or d’’ / g’ / d / g makes an open G chord,
reflecting the idea as far back as the Summa Musice, c. 1200, that fingerboard
instruments were “tuned in the consonances of octave, fourth and fifth“;
(b) or this modified for some pieces with the highest course tuned down a major second
or minor third (reflecting practice in mediaeval fiddle tunings);
(c) or the whole tuned at the same intervals as the first 5 courses of a renaissance lute,
but at a higher pitch, being a smaller instrument, reflecting Tinctoris’ statement that
the gittern has “the same tuning and method of playing as the lute, though it is much
smaller".
Mandore playing styles also appear to confirm confluence: either played with a quill, as
was the mediaeval gittern and lute, or with fingertips, as was the renaissance lute.
German musician and musicologist Michael Praetorius, in his Syntagma Musicum, 1619,
described varied mandore playing techniques: with a feather quill; with a rapidly playing
single finger; or with two or more fingers. To this, Marin Mersenne, in his Harmonie
Universelle, Paris, 1637, added a fourth way combining both quill and finger technique:
playing with the thumb and with a quill tied to the index or another finger.
The mandore was particularly popular in Germany, France and Scotland. Printed
books and written manuscripts of mandore tablature provide evidence of its use and
popularity, from a lost French book by Pierre Brunet, 1578, to other French, German
and Scottish music with distinct national musical characteristics, through to the last

surviving mandore music in the English Talbot manuscript (which also includes lute and
cittern music) of c. 1695. We also have some beautiful surviving examples of 17th century
instruments from France, Italy and Austria, of both the carved-back gittern and rib-back
lute type.
A distinct Italian rib-back version of the mandore with its own tuning was developed
from around 1650: the mandolino, i.e. small mandola (mandola being the Italian
mandore), which was the beginning of the mandolin. But that’s another story.
The Boissart mandore

Paul Baker and I were met at the Victoria and Albert Museum by the very helpful Hanne
Faurby, assistant curator in the Furniture, Textiles and Fashion Department, and led
behind the scenes to meet furniture and instrument conservator Nigel Bamforth to view
the Boissart mandore. It was purchased by the museum in 1866 for £140.00 and dated
by the V&A first to c. 1570, then revised to 1640. Being a sui generis relic, we were not
allowed to handle the instrument ourselves so Nigel, with impeccable courtesy and great
patience, held and moved it with nitrite gloves as I photographed and Paul took
measurements.
It is stunning. The shock of its small size stopped me in my tracks as I first walked
towards it, realising the scale and intricacy of its exquisite carving. The centimetre rule
and Nigel’s hands in the photographs will give you an idea of just how small it is: total
length only 420mm, maximum width 120mm, maximum depth 39mm. Paul’s full
measurements are at the foot of this article.

Classical carvings
The back, neck and pegbox are made of hollowed-out and carved pearwood; with a
spruce soundboard; edging and fingerboard veneer of ebony; and an ivory nut.

The bowl is surprisingly shallow. We expected it to have an even, round curve, like the
half-pear shape of a lute or gittern. Instead, the bowl curves back from the soundboard
and becomes almost completely flat across the back. No doubt this made the exquisite
and complex carving just a little more practical to execute.
Famously, the advent of the European renaissance was a rediscovering of classical Greek
and Roman culture, this rebirth originating in Italy in the second half of the 14th century
and spreading across western Europe during the 15th and 16th centuries. Greek mythology
is present all over this instrument: the back depicts the story of the judgement of Paris
with decorative tendrils, leaves and flowers; the back of the pegbox has the carved head of
mythological monster Medusa; and the front of the pegbox has the carved head of a
bird/woman hybrid, either a siren or a harpy.
The judgement of Paris
The classical Greek story of the judgement of Paris carved on the bowl is a tale of
vengeance, vanity, and the dangerous folly of kidnapping someone else’s wife. All of the
gods are invited by Zeus, god of the sky, lightning, thunder, law, order, and justice, to
the wedding of Peleus and Thetis – all, that is, except Eris, goddess of discord. Being the
goddess of discord, she turns up, anyway, seeking revenge for her snub. Knowing the
discordant hubris in the hearts of the divine female wedding guests, she throws a golden
apple among the assembled goddesses, addressed ‘for the fairest’. Three lay claim to the
apple, shown left to right on the carving: Hera (to the Greeks, Juno to the Romans),
Queen of the Gods, goddess of marriage, women, childbirth and family, seen with two of
her denoting symbols, the sceptre in her hand and the peacocks behind her; Athena
(Minerva), goddess of wisdom and crafts, treading on one of her denoting symbols, a
spear; and Aphrodite (Venus), goddess of love, beauty and sexuality, seen with her son,
Eros (Cupid), god of love, with his wings and quiver of arrows, holding onto his
mother’s leg as his bow lies on the ground.

Medusa
The carved head of Medusa, with her open mouth, including tongue and teeth; her
protruding chin; her eyes, including lids and pupils; her furrowed eyebrows and lined,
frowning temple; her clearly defined cheekbones; and her head of writhing fork-tongued
snakes, crawling up onto the lower pegbox with tails hanging down onto the back of the
mandore’s neck and slithering over the side of the pegbox, is a work of astonishing skill
and fine detail. One amusing feature not discernable in the photograph is that the
placing of the first gut fret would necessarily have to be tied across the back of the neck
between Medusa’s lower lip and her slightly protruding chin. The clever placing of this
carved detail would mean the fret would be securely placed here.
According to Greek mythology, Medusa was one of three Gorgon sisters who were
priestesses of Athena, the goddess of wisdom and crafts (she of the judgement of Paris).
Medusa, the only sister to be mortal, was, according to Roman poet Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, A.D. 8, “once most beautiful, and the jealous aspiration of many suitors.
Of all her beauties none was more admired than her hair”. Her life changed forever when
Poseidon, god of the sea, earthquakes, storms, and horses, raped her in the Athenian
temple. (Poseidon also had his way with consenting Aphrodite, she also of the judgement
of Paris, who was herself wildly promiscuous and manipulative.) As a result of Medusa
being raped, the goddess Athena punished her for defiling her temple, a classic(al) case of
blaming the victim. She even extended the punishment to Medusa’s sisters, blame by
association, a vendetta or honour punishment. And Poseidon’s punishment? That didn’t
occur to Athena: so much for being the goddess of wisdom. Athena punished Medusa by
turning her beautiful hair into a lair of venomous snakes and ensured that no man would
ever lust after her again: whoever looked upon Medusa would turn to stone.

A siren or a harpy?

It was common on mediaeval, renaissance and baroque stringed instruments for the tip of
the pegbox to be decorated with a carved head. To add to the other extraordinary
carving, here we have the head of a bird/woman hybrid, either a siren or a harpy. Draped
down the back of the pegbox are long plumes of feathers, leading up to the head, on each
side of which are circular scrolls decorated with feather motifs and partially covered with

an eagle’s head facing forward. The main head has a clearly detailed chin, an open mouth
half-transformed into a beak with feathers protruding downwards from each side, a
nostrilled nose, clearly defined cheek bones, wide open eyes and an undulating furrowed
brow. On each side, a long feather is drawing down and forwards from the top of the
head, appearing to become a curly lock of hair as it ends.
In Greek mythology, there are between two and five sirens in different accounts.
Various traditions give no account or different accounts of their lineage: some traditions
have them as daughters of sea god Phorcys, who presides over the hidden dangers of the
deep. Phorcys was also father of the Gorgons, one of whom, Medusa, is carved on the
other end of the pegbox.
Or this beautifully carved mandore head may be a harpy, another woman/bird hybrid.
In Greek and Roman mythology, harpies were originally wind spirits. Their name means
‘snatchers’, as they are scavengers, stealing food from their victims while they eat (like
seagulls – I speak from experience). Greek poet Hesiod wrote that there were two harpies,
calling them "lovely-haired" creatures, which may account on the carved head for the
curved feather appearing to turn into a lock of hair. In early art, harpies were beautiful
women with wings; in later art, they were ugly, with Roman and Byzantine writers
describing them as having the heads of maidens, long claws instead of hands, and faces
pale with hunger.
Mandore mysteries

So we move to the front of the mandore, very plain in comparison to the back: a spruce
soundboard with a carved rose; and a bridge, soundboard edging and fingerboard veneer
made of ebony. Here we have a host of mysteries, pointing to a story in need of piecing
together.

First, one incontrovertible fact. The 7 tuning pegs and their holes on the pegbox are
uniform and clearly original. We have 6 pegs extant and 1 missing. But the holes in the
bridge and the grooves in the nut are for 5 single strings. We are looking at an
instrument that has been modified to reduce the number of strings by replacing the
bridge and the nut.

Above the end-scrolls on the bridge are marks on the soundboard that indicate the
removal of a previous bridge with significantly larger scrolls. Since we know from the
pegbox that the current bridge must be a replacement, these marks indicate the size and
shape of the scrolls on the previous bridge.

A close look at the rose raises an obvious question: why is the rose so plain, so unskilled
and rough compared to the glorious carving on the back? Can the same person who
created the judgement of Paris, Medusa and the siren/harpy really have made such a
rough-hewn rose with knife cuts, used as markers for creating the rose, visible beyond
their intended point on the design? Luthiers today tend to be sole artisans, whereas
renaissance and baroque makers tended to work in teams, so it would be understandable
for the carving specialist to work on the back and the soundboard rose specialist to work
on the front. But the comparative level of skill is so mismatched that I find it impossible
to believe that a single workshop would allow it.

Just about visible in the above photograph and easier to notice in person is the uneven
width of ebony edging around the soundboard, viewed from the top. It is also uneven in
depth, viewed from the side: in some places a sliver of the soundboard is visible between
the edging and the body, but in other places the edging hides the soundboard entirely, as
it should. This means that the rebate for the edging was roughly cut, clearly not a task
undertaken by someone with the patience and skill of the carver.
Near the nut on the ebony fingerboard is a line indicating that the veneer is not of one
piece. This may be understandable on a large instrument, but why would a maker of such
a tiny instrument, with a back showing such astonishing skill, be so stingy with materials
and show such apparent disregard for its appearance?
The fingerboard also has some scratches marked on at five points – one of these marks
is clearly meant in place of the one next to it. What are these scratches for? Did the
restorer mark the points at which frets would be tied? It is difficult to imagine any other
reason for marking a fingerboard. But, if so, then this demonstrates the restorer’s
incompetence. Fret placing obviously has to be accurate, and the two adjacent scratches
demonstrate careless inaccuracy. More seriously than that, in any possible temperament,
all of the scratches are in the wrong place for frets and even show the wrong number of
frets. Why would this happen?
Further inspection of the ebony edging reveals another incongruity: the two slim ebony
points set into the soundboard to continue the line of the neck look either like repairs,
indicating that at some point the soundboard has been removed and replaced; or else just
a quick, easy, inelegant and therefore cheaper way to make two points from the
fingerboard continue onto the soundboard.

There is one remaining puzzle. Luthiers of instruments of this kind will affix a label on
the inside of the bowl before gluing on the soundboard, so placed that it can be read by
looking carefully through the rose. It will generally include the maker’s name, the town
or city and the year of completion. Inside the Boissart mandore there is nothing. In the
19th century, this instrument was thought by the V&A to date to c. 1570 on the basis of
the style of carving (more of which below). The V&A’s records state that some time
between 1966 and 1968 an inscription in ink was noticed on the side of the instrument:
“BOISSART 1640”. Neither Paul nor I could see this on the day we viewed. We looked
again at the photographs. We still couldn’t see it. A few days later I emailed Hanne
Faurby, assistant curator, to have another look. She couldn’t see it. She asked conservator
Nigel Bamforth to look. He couldn’t see it. Nigel asked a colleague to look, who also
couldn’t see it. Where has it gone? Curious, too, that the V&A states, “It is dated 1640
and signed by Boissart, an otherwise unknown but highly skilled maker” said to have
worked in Paris, presumably on the basis of the carving style (again, see below): how
could a maker of such skill be so completely obscure? Would he really neglect to place his
label inside his instrument?
Possible answers
I have to agree with Paul Baker that the soundboard is not original due to the relative
lack of skill of its maker. I also assume that the mandore originally had a maker’s label,
since I know of no examples of lutes where the maker inscribed their name on the outside
rather than placing a label inside. If Boissart was the original maker of the whole
mandore, there is no reason why his signature would have been inked so obscurely on the
outside with no label inside. If, for some reason, the label had been lost when the
soundboard was replaced, Boissart would have taken that opportunity to affix a

replacement label. I therefore have to conclude that Boissart was not the original maker,
but someone who did some restoration or remedial work.
In email correspondence, Peter Forrester “agreed about lute labels but I do know of two
citterns, and perhaps another, where the maker's name is inscribed on the inside of the
cut-away neck next to the body.” One such is in the V&A, an Italian cittern made in
1582, which has the name of the maker, city and year in Romanesque script on the side
of the neck facing the player: “Augustinus Citaroedus Urbino MDLXXXII”. Another
curious and perhaps telling example is also in the V&A, a German bell cittern bearing the
name Joachim Tielke of Hamburg, also on the edge of the neck facing the player. This
highly ornate instrument was made by probably the greatest luthier in Germany in his
lifetime. Tielke lived from 1641 to 1719, yet the cittern clearly bears the date 1539, 102
years before his birth. Why would the maker, or a later inscriber, include a date which is
clearly forged? Peter Forrester explained that “a 'significant' restorer would usually place
his label inside (sometimes over the original!). There are plenty of examples in lutes.” But
in this case, it cannot even be said to have been Tielke giving himself credit for
improving or restoring an older instrument, as the earliest known bell cittern
(cithrinchen) was made by Tielke himself and dated 1676. The instrument in question
cannot therefore have been made in 1539 and, in any case, one would expect the restorer
to give the year of their own restoration. We know that skilled musicians tended to prefer
older, seasoned, played-in instruments to new ones: was this a case of Tielke or a later
owner forging a date to make the instrument appear older?
It’s curious, but the issue of dating on labels and inscriptions does perhaps cast light on
the Boissart mandore. In the cases of the above citterns, the makers’ inscriptions on the
neck are large, visible and relatively ornate: in other words, the maker (or, in the case of
the Tielke cittern, possibly the faker) wanted to make a show of it, to make it obvious.
This is a clear motivation for a maker of repute to take the unusual step of more visible
inscribing rather than internal paper labelling. So whatever the fate of the original label,
“BOISSART 1640” in tiny ink on the side of the body doesn’t fit what one would expect
a maker to do.
Stephen Morey, in his Mandolins of the 18th century (Editrice Turris, 1993), states that
the date is uncertain and could be 1610. The writing must have been very small indeed,
or very faded, or both, since it took V&A staff from its acquisition in 1866 until 1966-68
to find it – a whole century – and no one can find it now. Peter Forrester explains, “Most
inks fade with time. Ink on something exposed to light – an instrument for example –
will fade much more quickly than a page of manuscript kept covered as part of a book.
UV light shows up some faded inks.” This would explain why it took a century after
acquisition to spot perhaps badly faded ink in very small and difficult to read writing,
and why five people nearly half a century after that could see nothing, despite our best
efforts. I wonder what we’d see if the V&A put the mandore under UV light?
The idea that 1640 is not the original date of manufacture does seem to fit all of the
facts, and indeed was the V&A’s first estimation. In the 19th century it was dated to c.
1570 on the basis of its carving in the manner of the First School of Fontainebleau, a
movement of largely imported Italian and some French artists working in the royal
Chateau of Fontainebleau, 40 miles southeast of Paris, the primary royal residence of
Francis I, the French King. Their art in painting, engraving, sculpture and architecture

was characterised, as we see on this mandore, by renaissance decorative motifs such as
grotesques (Medusa and the siren or harpy), strapwork (curling strips or bands, often
interwoven in a geometric pattern, such as carved around the edge of the back and
surrounding the judgement of Paris) and putti (depictions of a chubby male child,
usually nude and sometimes winged, as we see with the insertion of Eros/Cupid into the
judgement of Paris), plus a degree of eroticism (the naked figures of three goddesses).
The Fontainebleau artists were not known for being instrument makers, so it is highly
likely that this mandore was made ‘in the style of’ rather than by one of the school’s
famous practitioners; though it is possible that a luthier made the basic bowl then
subcontracted the carving to a member of the Fontainebleau school.
While it is true, as Peter Forrester pointed out, that some craftsmen lagged behind
current fashions, the V&A’s statement, post-ink-inscription-discovery, that the
instrument “provides a striking example of the survival of mannerist themes in the
Fontainebleau style well into the 17th century” is unnecessary and anachronistic if the
1640 date refers to restoration work. The earlier date would also provide a neater timeline for the mandore, not only to coincide with the Fontainebleau school, but also
because by 1640 the gittern-style carved mandore was outdated: all other surviving
examples by then, as well as those depicted in paintings, were in the multi-ribbed lute
style.
And so to the contradiction between the 7 string pegbox and the 5 string nut and
bridge. Potentially the original 7 strings could have been in a configuration of 4 courses
(3 doubles, single top) tuned in fourths and fifths, or perhaps 5 courses in fourths and
fifths or in lute tuning (1, 2 & 3 single, 4 & 5 double). Given the very tight string
spacing on such a tiny instrument, Peter Forrester thinks 4 courses more likely.
Mandores in period drawings, surviving instruments and mandore manuscripts confirm
the 4 course arrangement and the later conversion to 5 single strings to keep up with
musical trends. A mandore by Wendelin Tieffenbrucker (who changed his name to
Vendelio Venere for the Italian market), who has instruments surviving from the 1580s
and 90s, made a 7 string mandore consisting of 4 courses with a single top. A mandore
from c. 1600 marked "W.E.", probably Wendelin Eberl, is strung the same. The drawing
in François de Chancy’s Tablature de Mandore, 1629, has 4 single strings, as does that in
Marin Mersenne’s Harmonie Universelle, 1636. The mandore manuscripts of Kapsel,
1625-1630; Smr Misc. 133b, 1625-1630; Skene, 1625-1635; and Tresor, c. 1626; all
require 5 single strings.
Paul Baker summarises it like this: “So it looks as if we have a general picture of
double-strung 4 course mandores up to about 1600, and single-strung 4 and 5 course by
about 1630, with most of the manuscripts specifying 5 courses.”
So it is certain that this mandore was given a new bridge and nut for 5 single strings to
keep up with current trends and, judging by the dates above, 1640 is a very good
candidate for this conversion (and not the earlier 1610, as Stephen Morey thought the
difficult-to-read ink might say).
There is no necessity to make a whole soundboard for the stringing conversion, only to
make a new nut and bridge. But the only credible explanation for the huge skill
differential between back and front and the poor quality of ebony edging is that at some
point a new soundboard was made and fitted.

Peter Forrester: “I'd agree that the bridge is a replacement, and very likely the
soundboard. The uneven ebony edging should really indicate alteration rather than
replacement. The rebate for this is made by running a special knife around the edge of
the fitted soundboard which gives a gauged width so, when new, the edging will have just
one width all the way round. If the soundboard is taken off – loose bars, shrinkage, etc. –
it may well not fit again exactly, so that trimming will be necessary which will remove
width from the edging. Unless of course, luck gives an exact fit (sometimes!), or a new
rebate is made for replacement edging, which is extra and tricky work. Of course a
replacement soundboard may also need removing and replacing. In my own experience
with carved citterns, etc., shrinkage of the back is more likely to give problems than
shrinkage of the front.”
So Peter suggests it is possible that a new soundboard was fitted properly, removed,
then refitted unevenly due to the natural movements of the wood over time, making it
not a good fit the second time.
Paul Baker agrees – and also offers a more prosaic explanation: “Peter may be right
about the soundboard being removed and not replaced accurately, resulting in variable
width edging. Or maybe the repairer just cut the rebate by eye with a knife rather than a
cutting gauge, possibly using his finger as a guide. Chop it out pronto, glue in the edging,
and trim it off where it protrudes when the glue's dry. So it needn’t imply a badly refitted
soundboard, just sloppy workmanship, as on the rose.”
And so to other possibly sloppy workmanship: the shape of the marks on the
soundboard above the bridge, indicating that a bridge with larger scrolls was there
previously. If we assume this was the bridge for 7 strings in 4 courses, the new
soundboard must have been made and fitted before the conversion to 5 strings, meaning
that this mandore went through two stages of modification, firstly to replace a damaged
soundboard, secondly to convert the stringing arrangement.
Summary conclusion
So we return to the question, ‘Why, if Boissart took the soundboard off, didn’t he attach
his own restorer’s label? Why would he pen a nondescript attribution on the side?’ At this
point in the mystery, I think asking this question makes it all clear.
This instrument began as a 4 course mandore, being a single top string and 3 doubles,
7 strings in all, as evidenced by 7 pegs and the available string spacing. It originally had a
different soundboard, nut and bridge in keeping with the stunning carving and the
number of pegs. The evidence of the carving points to its original lutherie being c. 1570
in France in the style of the First School of Fontainebleau. It was clearly made for
someone for whom money was not a problem.
We need an event that both ruined the original soundboard and removed the original
maker’s label. Paul suggests a disastrous spillage of wine, irrevocably staining the
soundboard and falling through to soak the label, rendering it unreadable. Thus both
were removed. Who wants a stained soundboard and a horrible stained label you can’t
even read to ruin the look of your beautiful instrument?

The roughly carved rose on the soundboard is at variance with the exquisitely skilled
carving, so we see not only the work of two different artisans of two very different levels
of skill but also at two different times. It may well be that, by the time a new soundboard
was made and fitted, the mandore was in different hands – a family heirloom, perhaps. It
appears that the new owner just didn’t have the money to give it the restoration it
deserved, so the new soundboard was done on the cheap.
So why didn’t Boissart, if he made or refitted the new soundboard, glue in his own
label? It may have been out of reverence for the original maker, so he inked his name on
the side instead. It seems more likely that Boissart never did take the soundboard off: he
wasn’t the original maker, nor the maker and fitter of the new soundboard, nor the
remover and refitter of the new soundboard (if that happened), but the man who
replaced the bridge and nut in 1640, converting it from 4 courses to 5 strings. Not being
required to have access to the inside, he inked his converter’s name on the outside
instead.
Thus I propose that the original dating and the later dating by the V&A are both
correct. Circa 1570 is the right approximate date for the beautiful carving in the manner
of the then contemporaneous First School of Fontainebleau; but this artistic school was
not contemporaneous with “BOISSART 1640”: this was inked on the side when
Monsieur Boissart made the conversion, making and fitting the new bridge and nut to
suit the new trend in mandore playing.
It may have been that, either after the accident that removed the original soundboard
and label, or after the conversion to 5 strings, the new soundboard needed removing,
most likely due to a loose rattling bar on the inside. Having done the internal remedial
work, our nameless restorer, neither the original maker nor the course converter
Monsieur Boissart, had problems placing the soundboard back neatly, resulting in
uneven ebony edging and perhaps repair marks on the ebony points that lead from the
neck joint. This could have been made good by paying a higher price for a more
experienced and reputable restorer, but that didn’t happen, indicating someone on a
budget, a job paid for by someone without the financial means of the original owner.
So, finally, to bring these threads together, here are four speculative stories that appear
to fit the facts – the spectacular carved body, the inferior soundboard, the marks near the
bridge, the uneven ebony edging, the lack of a maker’s label, the name and date inked on
the outside not on an inside label. I’ve placed them in order of credibility, what I take to
be least credible first …
Story 1
The mandore was made in 1640 in an old-fashioned carving style and with the oldfashioned 4 courses rather than the now in vogue 5 strings. We have the original
spectacular back and the original disappointingly inferior soundboard and edging, made
by two different people of hugely differing skill in the workshop of the otherwise
completely unheard of Boissart. Boissart either didn’t notice on this occasion or didn’t
mind that an unsupervised apprentice was working on the same instrument as one of the
best carvers ever to grace anyone’s workshop. Monsieur Boissart, alone of all makers,
wrote his name in ink on the body of his instruments rather than use the almost entirely

ubiquitous makers’ labels or the rarely used decorative inscription on the neck. It was, at
some later date than 1640, converted from 4 courses to 5 single strings, once again
lagging behind current musical trends.
Story 2
The mandore was commissioned in 1640, to be made by a luthier who really wasn’t up
to the job. Knowing he couldn’t cut the mustard and do the job the player ordered, he
roughed out the bowl to the correct shape and then subcontracted the carving to
someone who worked in the old-fashioned style of The First School of Fontainebleau.
Being a sloppy worker, as evidenced by the standard of the soundboard, fingerboard and
edging, and the scratches on the fingerboard indicating frets in the wrong place, the
luthier forgot to put his label in and so inked it on the side instead. At a later date, the
player wanted a conversion from 4 courses to 5 strings. True to form, he didn’t take
proper measurements and made a new bridge smaller than the one he replaced, leaving
marks where the old bridge scrolls had been.
Story 3
In Paul’s words: “A magnificent heirloom from c. 1570, old-fashioned now, but still
occasionally played, suffers a spilled wine accident. Let's say c. 1630. The current owners
don't have the money (or inclination) to restore it properly, so they consult a jobbing
luthier who will get it running again on the cheap. He removes the ruined soundboard,
takes out the wine-soaked label, possibly scrapes the inside a bit to clean it, makes and fits
a new soundboard, shoves some edging on (quickly and roughly, like the rose, because
he's on a restricted budget) and possibly puts the original bridge back. And probably just
forgets to stick his own label in, or doesn't bother because it's a cheap job and he doesn't
want to be associated with it. Now we have a roughly mended but serviceable 4 course
mandore. A few years later, no-one's playing a 4 course, so it's taken to the same luthier,
or another one, and converted to a 5 course, single strung instrument. That's just a new
bridge and nut. Two cheap jobs, either or both performed by the mysterious M. Boissart
in 1640.” Peter adds that “M. Boissart could be a talented amateur carver: there were
many aristocrats who dabbled in arts and crafts.” So Boissart may have been a dabbler,
fixing a broken instrument on the cheap, or for a friend, or possibly for himself.
Story 4
The 7 string, 4 course mandore was made in c. 1570 by someone in, near or heavily
influenced by the First School of Fontainebleau, with a different soundboard,
fingerboard, nut and bridge to the ones we see now, in keeping with the back. It was
originally owned by a lover of music who didn’t have to think about money but, on the
owner’s infirmity or death, it passed into the hands of someone who did, probably a
relative. At some point after the original owner had stopped playing it, or after the
inheritor had received it, some terrible accident ruined the soundboard, the fingerboard
veneer and the maker’s label. By now, 4 courses were out of date, so the new owner,

loving his inherited instrument, longing to play it but strapped for cash, had a new
soundboard and fingerboard fitted, together with a new nut and bridge to accommodate
5 single strings. Because it was done on the cheap and the repairer was not an instrument
restorer, the repairer’s basic skills didn’t stretch to putting frets in the right place, hence
the incorrectly placed scratches on the fingerboard; nor did they stretch to the idea of
making a new bridge the same size as the old one, so leaving marks where the old bridge’s
larger scrolls had been. Not only that, the ebony points on the soundboard were done the
quick way, the ebony edging showed the restorer’s slapdash methods and the size and
shape of the ebony he had left for the fingerboard meant he fitted it in two pieces – he
wouldn’t ordinarily use ebony veneer in his line of work so he wasn’t going to bother to
buy any more. Not being a luthier (perhaps being Peter Forrester’s aristocratic dabbler),
the person who did this work didn’t fit a label, instead he signed “BOISSART 1640” in
tiny ink on the side.
Thank you
Picking up clues to piece together the life of a single instrument has been an absorbing
and fascinating journey. I owe a debt in this article for the generous time-giving of
Hanne Faurby, assistant curator in the Furniture, Textiles and Fashion Department, and
Nigel Bamforth, furniture and instrument preserver, both at the V&A; for the fascinating
conversations and ruminations I’ve had in person and online with luthier Paul Baker and
online with luthier Peter Forrester, particularly for their pushing me to think further and
questioning some of my assumptions. If any erroneous conclusions remain they are
entirely my own. If you think that’s the case, I’d be pleased to receive your discussions or
corrections.
This is a truncated version of two articles on Ian Pittaway’s early music blog, Early Music
Muse http://earlymusicmuse.com, where you can see all photographs enlarged and in colour.
All photographs are by Ian Pittaway and are used with the kind permission of the Victoria &
Albert Museum.
“Boissart” mandore measurements by Paul Baker
Total length 420
Body length 210
Maximum body depth (soundboard surface to deepest point on back carving) 39
Width 120 maximum
String length (measured between nut and front of bridge) 281
Neck width at nut 36
Nut width 37
String band at nut (between centres of highest and lowest strings) 29
Neck width at body joint 46 (body joint taken as 110 mm from the nut – there is no
actual joint, as the body is carved from one piece)

Tail to front of bridge 45
Bridge overall width 89
String band at bridge 46 (between centres of highest and lowest strings)
Bridge centre section width 58
Bridge depth 12.5 (no visible treble-bass taper)
Bridge height 5.5 (no visible treble-bass taper)
String height above soundboard at bridge 3.5 (no visible treble-bass taper)
Rose diameter (pierced area only) 45
Rose diameter (including carved edge) 47
Tail to rose centre 130
Soundboard thickness 1.5 or less (visual estimate)
Ebony edging on soundboard 1.5 wide (visual estimate)

